The most common representation of sea ice dynamics in climate models assumes that sea ice is a quasi-continuous non-normal fluid with a viscousplastic rheology. This rheology leads to non-linear sea ice momentum equations that are notoriously difficult to solve. Recently a Jacobian-free NewtonKrylov (JFNK) solver was shown to solve the equations accurately at moderate costs. This solver is extended for massive parallel architectures and vector computers and implemented in a coupled sea ice-ocean general circulation model for climate studies. Numerical performance is discussed along with numerical difficulties in realistic applications with up to 1920 CPUs. The parallel JFNK-solver's scalability competes with traditional solvers although the collective communication overhead starts to show a little earlier.
Introduction
cover within a grid cell (maybe comparable to Richards' equations for fluid 
57
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the sea ice mo-58 mentum equations and the JFNK-solver; we describe the issues that needed 
Model and Methods
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For all computations we use the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
74
The sea ice module serves as the basis for implementation of the JFNK solver. 
Model Equations and Solution Techniques
76
The sea ice module of the MITgcm is described in Losch et al. [12] . Here 
79
where m is the combined mass of ice and snow per unit area; u = ui + vj 80 is the ice velocity vector; i, j, and k are unit vectors in the x-, y-, and z-81 directions; f is the Coriolis parameter; τ air and τ ocean are the atmosphere-ice
82
and ice-ocean stresses; ∇φ(0) is the gradient of the sea surface height times 83 gravity; and F = ∇ · σ is the divergence of the internal ice stress tensor σ ij .
84
Advection of sea-ice momentum is neglected. The ice velocities are used to 
90
For an isotropic system the stress tensor σ ij (i, j = 1, 2) can be related to 91 the ice strain rate tensor
and the ice pressure
by a nonlinear viscous-plastic (VP) constitutive law [3, 11] :
99
The ice pressure P , a measure of ice strength, depends on both thickness 100 h and compactness (concentration) c; the remaining constants are set to 101 P * = 27 500 N m −2 and C = 20. We introduce the shear deformation˙ s = are bounded smoothly from above by imposing a maximum ζ max = P/(2∆ * ),
114
with ∆ * = 2 × 10 −9 s −1 : Lemieux et al. [10] .
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The discretized momentum equations can be written in matrix notation
The solution vector x consists of the two velocity components u and v that is solved with an iterative Picard solver: in the k-th iteration a linearized 
with the Jacobian J ≡ F . The root F(
146 for δx k . The next (k-th) estimate is given by
to avoid overshoots the factor a is iteratively reduced in a line search (a = 148 1,
149
In practice, the line search is stopped at a = .
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Forming the Jacobian J explicitly is often avoided as "too error prone 
we can use the LSR-algorithm [11] already implemented in the Picard solver.
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Each preconditioning operation uses a fixed number of 10 LSR-iterations 176 avoiding any termination criterion. More details can be found in [14] .
177
The non-linear Newton iteration is terminated when the L 2 -norm of the 178 residual is reduced by γ nl with respect to the initial norm:
. Within a non-linear iteration, the linear FGMRES solver is 180 terminated when the residual is smaller than also suffers from slower convergence than the scalar code but that is com-234 pensated by more iterations to satisfy a convergence criterion, so that the
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"zebra"-method does not lead to a substantial improvement. 
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Experiments
237
We present simulations of two experimental configurations that demon- convergence is a function of in (7), but the range of for which the finite-295 difference operation is sufficiently accurate is comfortably large. In practice,
296
full convergence to machine precision will hardly be required so that we can 
Effect of zebra LSR-algorithm
316
For an overlap of more than 1 the convergence can be still improved in 
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The accuracy of the Jacobian times vector operation was found to be less 
